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news

vs, pink march comps -13%

Comparable March Victoria’s Secret and Pink store sales in North
America dropped 12% compared to the same month last year. When
the results for the month’s direct to consumer business is added in,
the decline was 13%.
Meanwhile, Victoria’s Secret has just opened its first full-line
Victoria’s Secret stores in China, one totaling 25,850 square feet in
Shanghai and a second 12,294-square-foot shop in Chengdu. Yet
another is scheduled for Beijing later this year. Since last year the
company has owned about 30 Victoria’s Secret Beauty and
Accessories shops in China which sell panties but no bras.
Parent company L Brands combines results for both Victoria’s
Secret and Pink in some of its monthly sales reporting, but the sales
declines are attributable to the former brand rather than the latter.
For example, in explaining the March results, chief investor relations officer Amie Preston noted, “Growth in the Pink business was
offset by challenging traffic levels.” She continued, “The negative
impact of exiting swim and apparel was about 10 points. Additionally,
the later Easter negatively impacted comps by about a point. The
merchandise margin rate was down to last year primarily due to
promotional events to drive traffic and the impact of exiting noncore businesses. In April we will focus on delivering new fashion in
our bralettes and Pink Wear Everywhere collection.”
L Brands as a whole (which also owns La Senza lingerie shops,
Bath & Body Works and Henri Bendel), “reported net sales
decreased 7 percent to $951.4 million for the five weeks ended April
1, 2017, compared to net sales of $1.027 billion for the five weeks
ended April 2, 2016. Comparable sales for the five weeks ended April
1, 2017, decreased 10 percent.” In addition, “The company reported
net sales of $1.717 billion for the nine weeks ended April 1, 2017, a
decrease of 8 percent compared to sales of $1.876 billion for the nine
weeks ended April 2, 2016. Comparable sales for the nine weeks
ended April 1, 2017, decreased 11 percent.” — NM

starline: resurrects print catalogs

Starline recently launched three new collections, including the latest, “Fantasy Sports,” in March, is working on a bridal lingerie group
for a September debut, and has added key employees, including a
new VP of sales.
Also, in a move that Victoria’s Secret might envy, Starline has reintroduced its print catalogs for both its Starline and Party King
costume collections. The firm had gone digital-only with both catalogs in 2016, but realized the value of print during the year.
(In a similar move last spring, Victoria’s Secret, no connection to
Starline, killed off its famous print catalog, relying instead on the
internet for its direct to consumer sales. In the last quarter of fiscal
2016 those direct sales were down $41 million against the same quarter in 2015. Victoria’s Secret had dropped the catalog, according to
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)
several reports, to save $150 million a year
— or $37.5 million a quarter. And while
Victoria’s Secret has strenuously avoided
blaming the absence of its print catalog,
its overall sales have been declining:
down 10% in January, 16% in February
and 13% in March).
John Wiltgen, Starline’s vice president
of marketing, described his new Fantasy
Sports collection as “a fresh take on the
hottest trends in lingerie fashion: activewear and athleisure-inspired lingerie and
sports-themed bedroom costumes.” The
group is composed of 34 styles ranging in
wholesale price from $12 to $16.
According to a company release, the line
features “leading-edge style, high-quality
(800) 888.1321
escante@escante.net
construction, and exceptional fit” and
includes “bold style lines, splashes of
In the fall of 2016 Starline also launched an
color, and the use of various types of mesh activewear line, which Wiltgen described as
and elastics.”
the “first few styles of an entire new line in
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development,” as well as a new hosiery collection, which he described as an “essentials
line” with “excellent price points and packaging.”
The company’s new vice president of
sales, Wendy McConnell, spent 25 years in
the wedding industry, most recently as vice
president of wholesale operations at Al’s
Formalwear which focuses on tuxedo rentals. She was at the Starline booth at the
recent Altitude Intimates show in April.
Another hire was lead designer Jerry
Matthews, who joined the company last
November. With six years of experience “in
fashion design and trend research,”
Matthews is “responsible for creative direction of all of Starline’s new costume, lingerie and activewear collections,” said
Wiltgen.
Vanessa Tyson-Hernandez was hired last
year as technical designer/production manager. She has “over 16 years of experience in
the fast fashion industry,” having “worked
with Bebe, Forever 21 and most recently
(Continued on page 7)
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Fabletics where she was the technical design manager, working
in the performance active wear division.” — NM

high jinx: marijuana lingerie

High Jinx, a marijuana-themed lingerie and apparel collection,
was officially launched on April 20th (Weed Day) by DG Brands,
which produces Dreamgirl lingerie and costumes.
“We started showing the brand in February at trade shows,”
declared CEO Christopher Scharff. “So far, we have received a
great response as it is a unique line that fills a niche that the industry was missing.”
The initial group, called “Hit #1,” includes 17 styles for women,
most pieces featuring an image of a marijuana leaf or the number
420, a code for marijuana use.
Styles include “super-soft
loungewear, chic streetwear,
cozy sleepwear and cheeky lingerie that’s perfect for getting
hype at the party, or “vibernation” at the house,” explained
Scharff.
Two sizes ranges are available, small/medium and large/
extra large, and three styles are
available in plus as well. “The
Compression and
collection was designed with a
Post-Surgical by Wear Ease®
relaxed fit so that the line fits
www.wearease.com
all body types. We wanted to
866.251.0076
create a line for women
designed by women who
understand the needs and
wants of the female figure.” He
added that two collection a year are planned. The next group,
“Hit #2,” will “expand into menswear and accessories to extend
the brand’s reach.”
“The line ranges in wholesale prices from $8.50 to $18.95 with
our most expensive item being a two-piece set featuring a jersey
camisole and matching seamless leggings with large fishnet leaf
cutouts. High Jinx is focused on maintaining the line at low
prices to keep it an affordable line for a vast array of age groups.
High Jinx recommends for retailers to price the line at 2.2 times
the whole sale price to maintain a price range of $18 to $40 at
retail value.” He added that “all garments will be packaged in
custom-designed matte foil bags that were inspired by modern,
reusable packaging.”
“High Jinx is targeting apparel stores including online and
brick and mortar lingerie retailers. In addition, High Jinx is look(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)
ing to other high end fashion boutiques
whether online or in stores to reach a more
mainstream market as the line is designed to
be worn by a diverse demographic. By being
a part of the DG Brands family, High Jinx
has access to a list of higher end accounts
established by Dreamgirl which created a
great base to begin debuting the line.”
According to Scharff, stores “that have
already bought into High Jinx include
accounts like Adam & Eve, Yandy, Déjà Vu
Love Boutique, Cinemedia and Dr. John’s
to name a few. Additionally, the product is
being sold in the UK and Canada with
growing interest in other countries.”

develop, produce and distribute boys and
girls underwear, sleepwear and socks.”
“Calvin Klein has represented one of the
most iconic brands for nearly 50 years, and it
is a true honor to partner with them particularly in their renowned underwear and intimate apparel categories,” declared Isaac
Dabah, CEO of Delta. “This represents an
important step for Delta Galil in our ongoing strategy of enhancing our branded portfolio and broadening our presence in the
premium sector.”
Delta has long produced bras, shapewear,
socks and intimate apparel for women and
well as underwear for men. It also sells babywear, activewear, sleepwear, and leisurewear. After an acquisition last year, Delta
expanded into branded denim apparel under
the 7 For All Mankind label, and ladies
apparel under the brands Splendid and Ella
Moss.

andrew christian lists homes

A recent article on the Wall Street Journal
website reported, “Andrew Christian, the
founder and head designer of his eponymous
men’s underwear company, has listed his
homes in Los Angeles, and Key West,
Florida, for $4.199 million and $1.265 million
respectively, according to property listings.”
The designer launched his business in 1997
according to his website.

shapeez: new products

The DG CEO stated that “High Jinx’s
projected sales are $1 million in the first year
with the vision of growing the brand to $5
million at wholesale value.” — NM

delta: calvin kids license

Delta Galil signed “a long-term licensing
agreement,” with Calvin Klein, Inc., which is
a wholly owned subsidiary of PVH, “to

8
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look of bulges and back fat, while at the same
time providing full bra support and slimming and shaping benefits.
New bottoms are being designed to coordinate with many of the company’s existing
bras. Likely additions include leggings and
panties. Also expected are activewear pieces
to coordinate with one of the company’s
most successful designs, the Sportee sports
bra.
Another new invention on the horizon at
(Continued on page 9)

Shapeez continues to expand rapidly in 2017,
and is about to launch several new products
which should accelerate its growth. Some of
the new offerings may appear as soon as
August, with more to follow in the months
beyond.
“All these introductions will give retailers
new opportunities to build on the sales they
are already generating from the existing family of Shapeez products,” declared CFO and
co-owner David Berner.
Shapeez currently markets 11 bras and one
slip. But until now the company has not
offered any bottoms, which happens to be
one area targeted in the expansion. The bras
were invented over a decade ago by co-owner and CEO Staci Berner. All feature a patented design concept that eliminates the
DAILY NEWS UPDATES AT WWW.BODYMAGAZINE.US

news
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Shapeez is the Comfee bra. This style utilizes the company’s patented design concept,
but will be available in only three sizes, small,
medium and large. The idea is to offer a style
with a small number SKU’s, making it easy
for retailers to stock. It provides a comfortable way for stores to try out the Shapeez
concept for the first time.
Also coming soon will be a proprietary lingerie wash. “Experienced retailers know that
a targeted garment cleaner can be an effortless way to increase sales. And ours will be
supported by our reputation, as well as our
branding and marketing materials.
Consumers will respond to the concept that,
‘If you are buying Shapeez products, you
should be using the wash we recommend.’
This will be another way stores can increase
profits with Shapeez.”
“Existing Shapeez retailers should be ready
to ask about these introductions as the sum-

mer draws to a close,” said
David Berner. “And now
those who have never tried
our styles will have, in the
months to come, several
more reasons to do so.”
In other news, Berner
noted that sales have been
increasing dramatically, not
only in the U.S., but also
internationally in such countries as Canada, Australia
and the U.K.

was causing my costumers to
have to wait 4-6 weeks for
their orders to be shipped,”
she told BODY. “In order to
The Revolutionary
give them better service I
No-Sew Alternative
stopped wholesaling until I
To Reduce & Alter
Bra Band Sizes
had seamstresses I could
trust to construct the garments to my standards and
le
djustab
A
cut down wait time. Now I
lly
- Fu
Use
- Easy To
zes
Si
4
have a little mini manufacin
ble
- Availa
s
at Color
& 3 Gre
ture set up I am ready to take
on retailers again.”
“My brand has a bit of a
naughty naughty
dual personality,” she continTerry Gilchrist is a talented
ued. “I have many naughty
intimates designer who has, Contact us today to learn more about our wholesale lingerie designs that are
purchase information and becoming a retail partner!
with few exceptions, avoided RixieClip@gmail.com 715-313-4004 showy and sexy but then I
the store channel since she
also make lots of comfortable
started in 2009. Most of her Naughty sleepwear and everyday wear pieces. A lot of
Naughty Intimates have been sold direct to it has a vintage inspired feel to it. My prices
consumers on Etsy.
range from $25 for basic underwear to $140
And while her lingerie is still not available for more complicated lingerie pieces.”
through traditional retailers, that will soon
“I kind of stumbled into lingerie design. I
(Continued on page 10)
change. “The demand from my Etsy shop
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was a ballet dancer and teacher for 23 years
before I started this business. My experience
came from creating dance costumes. I was
bored with the lingerie market in my hometown of Memphis, Tennessee so I wanted to
create pieces that were unique, beautiful
and, most importantly, comfortable.”
“Comfort is my biggest thing. I am sure lots
of other brands will say that as well but I go
out of my way to find techniques that make
the pieces as easy to wear as possible. When
I was shopping small run manufactures I
would drive them nuts with my specific elastics and threads. My methods would slow
them down but it was something
I would not compromise on. I
also do not follow the normal
spring and fall line releases. Any
time I am inspired we jump on it
so I release new designs whenever the mood strikes.”
The designer added that
“Everything is made in house in
Memphis. I am able to cater to
my customers, create custom
pieces and offer small minimums.”
Contact Gilchrist at naughtyetsy@yahoo.com. — NM

bras, two shorts, two
tanks, a capri, and a
hoodie. In the full figure, there are three
bras, one mesh tank,
and one short.”
“From errands to
the gym, these fashionable active wear
styles are designed to
keep our customers
718-676-4444 ·
on the move with
comfort and confidence. We are excited that customers love
Strike by Seven ’til Midnight.”
Luong added that one popular new sports
bra style offers “a hideaway compartment for
keys and cards while you work out.” In some

fmmg advising

Advisor to
Cortland Foundations
in its recent acquisition by
Rago Foundations, LLC
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“sleep collection and offers rompers, short
sets, and robe in chiffon, sweater knit, rayon,
and satin. New hosiery, masks, harnesses,
and leg garters round out the collection.”
The “Baby Got Curves!” group, for plus
customers, offers “four styles that are available exclusively in full figure sizes.”
The entire Seven ‘til Midnight collection includes “styles designed to
retail below $50.” — NM

wood adds blue prints

strike expands

Seven ‘til Midnight has expanded its Strike sport bra and athleisure line that launched last year,
more than doubling the number
of pieces in the collection.
Strike styles occupy 26 pages of the company’s 248 page 2017 catalog.
“We launched the line in 2016 with five
bras, one short, and one tank top in regular
size only,” explained Vinh Luong, vice president. “The line was very well received. For
2017, we expanded the range to create a collection that has additional bras, bottoms,
tanks, and a hoodie. We also added full figure to the collection.”
Currently there are “a total of 20 pieces,”
she continued. “15 in regular sizes and five in
full figure. In regular size, there are nine

Nick@fmmg.com / Nick.Monjo@gmail.com

photos a cell phone is shown in a pocket.
The entire 2017 catalog is “Inspired by the
spirit of rock and roll,” according to a company announcement, with styles that “can go
from the bedroom to the bar. Key trends for
the collection includes wine color pieces,
warm tones, appliqué motifs, and strappy,
lace up, and lattice details.”
“Highlights of the offerings includes a collection of bralettes with matching panties.
The five bralettes and panties styles feature
on trend details such as appliqué and lattice
back, crotchet lace, and sporty elastic in an
array of spring colors.”
The catalog also expands the company’s

Wood Underwear has added two
new prints for spring in a “mix of
blues,” according to founder Terresa
Zimmerman. The new designs are
Wet Wood and Blue Warp, “a fresh
take on Wood’s very popular custom
“camo” and Striate lines.”
“We presented our Wet Wood
lounge pant with a layered complementary Henley at the Vanguard
Galleries showcase in New York,
scoring a direct hit,” Zimmerman
continued. “Plus, we’ve made sure
the colors are fully complementary
to our existing palette so the color match and
merchandising opportunities are great.” Call
for pricing and availability and order through
your local rep or via NuOrder.
Wood offers an extensive collection of
“underwear, undershirts and lounge wear for
men. Our goal is to make and market great
everyday underwear and base layers.”
Zimmerman added, “ Wood gives you the
comfort to do all you want to do. Knowing
you look good doing it. Great materials.
Amazing fit. Great value. Try it. Wood is
good.”
(Continued on page 11)
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inspire psyche terry

UI Global Brands and Inspire Psyche
Terry have added a new lightweight kimono with ¾ length sleeves to “inspire a little
romance.”
“Created to inspire a woman doing it all,
this wrap is the perfect piece for providing
versatility and coverage, while still showing
a little skin,” according to a spokesperson.
“The deep v-neckline, side slits, and sheer
fabric on the kimono add just the right
amount of romance. Pair it with our
boyshort, one of our lingerie sets, or over
your bathing suit to complete your look.”
Psyche Terry, founder, explained she
launched the line because of “the inspiration that has come from my story, and,
through this line, my goal is to inspire even
more women to live greater, fuller lives. I
worked hard as a mom and a wife and
made huge sacrifices along the way to
achieve my dreams of starting my own
business. I want women everywhere to
know that they can accomplish anything
they set their mind to. My name Psychelia
actually means butterfly, soul, and bringer
of good news. So, I’m happy to bring my
dreams to life and share this good news of
inspiration with my friends and family.”
“Inspire Psyche Terry represents the
brand savvy and plugged in woman of
today with all the nostalgia of a desired
glamorous life. She is sophisticated, confident, and fabulous. She knows and loves
herself, and her style emphasizes her individuality and best features, making her an
ultimate star of the moment.”

amount of cleavage.
Company descriptive materials claim it
“keeps breasts lifted up and positioned perfectly in place in clothing. A Cleavage
Make-Over in a Bottle. Reinvents the way
your cleavage looks in fashions.” According
to the firm the U.S. made, patented Boob
Glue is “climatologically reviewed, allergy
tested, Non-Irritating,” is “latex, silicone
and paraben free,” and “goes on clear, dries
fast, won’t stain fabric, rinses off easily with
soap and water,” and is “perspiration resistant” but not waterproof.
Arriving at the correct formula has taken
some time. The original trademark dates
back to 2010. “Seven years ago I came up
with the idea out of necessity and the process
began,” company owner Dawn Jackson told

BODY. “I first applied for the patent and
TM’s. Next I teamed up with a renowned
cosmetic chemist in order to create a formula
that would meet our specific needs. Many
variations were tested prior to approving
and finalizing the perfect formula. From here
we went through rigorous dermatological
testing to assure our product was suitable
for the most sensitive of skins.“
The roll-on applicator wholesales for
$18.50 and retails on the company’s website
for $36.95 (and somewhat less at other
stores).
Jackson said she is targeting a variety of
retailers, including “lingerie, bridal, prom,
dress stores, cosmetic, theatrical, dance...
just to name a few.”
(Continued on page 12)

360° PERFECTION

®

Comfort
Curves &
Confidence
Call for a Sample

877-360-8426
www.shapeez.com

boob glue

Boob Glue is a new product that duplicates some of the effects of a push up bra.
Officially launched at the beginning of the
year, it has been in development for much
of the last decade.
Boob Glue is a roll-on adhesive that is
applied to the breast and allows the wearer to affix her skin to the inside of, let’s say,
a blouse, creating a semi-permanent
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the launch the line has added five bottom
styles. Retail prices range from $14 to $16 for
bottoms and $38 to $55 for bras.”
(Continued from page 11)
Hernandez continued, “We design with
She explains in company materials that comfort top of mind, using very soft and
“Women do not wear a
sustainable materials,” such
variety of different fashion
as bamboo rayon. “Our
because they are self-conLuxury Lingerie Beverly Hills products are ethically made
scious of their breasts not
by a family-owned manufaclooking as perky/lifted as
turer in Mexico, employing
they should (saggy) as well
a mostly female work force
as not staying in place
and offering good working
(causing wardrobe malconditions and fair wages.
functions),” and emphasizWe are very passionate
es that Boob Glue solves
about empowering women.
these issues. She also states
First, by helping women be
her product provides help a
comfortwith a wide variety of
able and
apparel items, activities
confident in
and situations including:
their underLIVE ELEGANT LOVE FOREVER
“plunging necklines, strapwear
so
808-419-8715
www. evaeevae.com
less attire, sun dresses, halthey
can
ter tops/dresses, backless
t a c k l e
attire, brides and bridesmaids gowns, prom whatever their day brings.
dresses, evening wear, bikinis for poolside, Second, we have partnered
strapless bras/push up bras/ corsets for a with a social enterprise,
better “boost” and “Lift,”
F a b r i c a
working out/gym, dance,
Social, that
cheer, special occasion and
supports the
every day lift, breast cancer
development
survivors.”
and advanceThe ingredients are listed
ment
of
on the website as “alcohol
female artidenat, PV/VA copolymer,
sans in rural
water, butylene glycol,
communities
tocopheryl acetate, aloe
in Mexico.”
barbadensis leaf juice, fra“White Rabbit offers the
grance.” Contact Jackson at
underwear that every woman
godawnj@aol.com.
has been looking for — a comfortable, reliable and affordwhite rabbit ny
able basic that you won’t be
White Rabbit NY is a new
embarrassed to be seen in.
collection of lingerie basics
Customers love our products
that had its trade show
and once they try them, they
debut earlier this year.
come back for a drawer-full.”
“We did a soft launch in
Asked for examples of the
May, 2015 with an edited range of super stores she sells, Hernandez replied Derriere
comfortable underwear, aimed at covering de Soie in Charlottesville, VA “has been carthe most basic underwear needs,” explained rying our products since spring 2016.” She
Mariana Hernandez, the designer and added that “We’ve fulfilled a couple of interowner. The first capsule collection included, national orders mostly in Canada, Australia,
”one bralette and two underwire bras.” Since Switzerland, Netherlands, Singapore and

Evae Evae
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Hong Kong.” Contact her at info@whiterabbitny.com. — NM

gelmart & french connection

Gelmart International signed a license
with French Connection to produce a collection of women’s sleepwear, loungewear
and intimates.
According to French Connection, the first
sleep and lounge pieces are “scheduled to be
launched in October 2017 and will be available at better department stores and in
French Connection retail locations in the
U.S. and Canada with price points ranging
from $30-$80. French Connection intimates
will follow in December 2017 and will be
available for purchase at better department stores and
French Connection U.S.
retail locations.”
The group is “Inspired by
key pieces from the brand’s
contemporary ready-to-wear
collection.” The collection
will offer “innovative and
luxe fabrics, detailed designs,
and improved softness in a
sophisticated, neutral color
palette.” Stand out pieces
“include satin caftans, versatile mix and match options,
and essential layering pieces.
The intimates assortment
complements and merchandises back to key pieces from
the brand’s ready-to-wear collection.”
Launched as a clothing line in 1972, French
Connection has expanded over the years to
include “men’s and women’s toiletries, sunglasses and opticals, watches and shoes.”

usa legwear & warner’s

USA Legwear has signed a lincesing
agreement with PVH to produce “women’s
hosiery and socks under the Warner’s brand.”
According to PVH, “products will launch
for Spring 2018 and be sold primarily in leading department stores, specialty stores,
national chains and mass retailers throughout the United States and Canada.”
“As we seek ways to grow the Warner’s
(Continued on page 13)
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product line, we naturally came upon
hosiery as a great fit with our intimate
apparel offerings,” declared Ken Wyse,
president licensing, PVH. “The Warner’s
brand has a leading market share position
in bras and panties, and we believe that
USA Legwear can leverage this positioning
to develop and grow a hosiery business.”
“USA Legwear has extensive knowledge
and experience in this product category,
and we look forward to working with them
to build this business.”
Aaron Harari, president and CEO of
USA Legwear stated, “We are thrilled to
add the Warner’s brand to our current portfolio and expand upon our existing partnership with PVH for its Van Heusen brand.
Socks and hosiery are a natural extension
for the Warner’s brand. We look forward to
bringing the highly successful solutions
oriented model to the category through
innovation, while continuing to fuel the
market share momentum Warner’s has
enjoyed over the last several years.”
Founded in 2009, USA Legwear manufactures, markets and distributes “for many of
today’s leading brands, such as Van
Heusen, Reebok, Nautica, AND1, Avia,
Buffalo, and Body Glove.

boutiques. Because my garments are handmade in-house, my production capacity is
limited. I have recently worked with several
custom curated gift box companies, such as
Made By Collection (www.madebycollection.com) and Lex & Lennon (www.lexandlennon.ca). — NM

q1 etam china sales -24%

The Etam Group, the French lingerie
retailer with a huge presence in China,
reported a tiny 0.3% decline in net worldwide sales in 2016, dropping to €1,292.1
million (about $1.4 billion at current
exchange rates).
But a huge fall off in China in the first
three months of 2017, caused worldwide
sales for the company to drop by 7% in the

quarter.
In the first quarter ended March 31, 2017,
China sales dropped 23.9% compared to the
same three months last year, while sales in
Europe were up 2.1%. As of March 31, 2017,
Etam Group had a total 3,854 sales outlets:
986 in Europe, 331 international franchises
and 2,537 in China. “Due to the aggravated
decline in sales and operating losses at Etam
China, changes were made to the management team with the departure of the chief
executive officer, replaced by a tandem constituted of a retail president arrived on 8
February 2017 and a brands director to join in
May, a team whose mission is to refocus priorities on the product. The situation in
China affects significantly the Group’s
results at 31 March 2017.” — NM
B

ohhh lulu: unique, interesting

Ohhh Lulu is an interesting lingerie collection that is not widely available, launched
by designer Sarah Norwood in 2010.
“I sell handmade soft bras, panties, rompers and bodysuits,” she told BODY. “All of
my garments are handmade and customizable. I personally, exclusively wear my own
lingerie, so I can vouch for it’s quality and
comfort!” Retail prices at Norwood’s Etsy
store from $29 to $120. “I also make and sell
sleep masks, which begin at $16.”
“Ohhh Lulu fuses unique and unexpected
fabrics with comfortable, eye-catching
styles,” the designer explained, noting that
“All of my lingerie is designed and created
by myself in house!” She added that she does
“occasionally work with small, independent
DAILY NEWS UPDATES AT WWW.BODYMAGAZINE.US
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Seeking Investors/Partners
With Revolutionary,
· Company
Patented Bra Design - We

·

Think It’s The Next Big Thing
(As The Bralette Craze Fades)

Profitable Men’s Underwear, Loungewear Line

·

·

Small Online Intimates Retailer

·

Profitable Retail Stores

Established Intimates Firm Seeks Buyer

fmmg advisors
Contact Nick Monjo in confidence.

718-676-4444 · Nick@fmmg.com / Nick.Monjo@gmail.com

event report

New York Curve, February, March 2017

The Curve show, February 27, 28 and
March 1 at Manhattan’s Javits Center,
drew 6% more attendees than the same show
in 2016, according to the promoters. Some of
the increase was due to a new “badge sharing between Curve and the other
shows taking place simultaneously at

Larry Lardner of Royce with
Anina Young of Brazen.

the Javits Center. As a result, 15% of
CURVE attendance was from buyers who registered to another show at
the Javits, and vice versa.” The show
also drew new brands including
Audelle London, Berkshire Blanket,
Bijoux Indiscrets, Chalmers, Colette

Maria Dileonardo of Siren with
Tatyana Ponomareva of Valens.

Justin Chernoff of Rago, Steve Chernoff of Rago, Marvin
Backer and Flora Backer of Rya Collection.

Deborah Castro of Bra Genie, Paul Gladysz of Fit
Fully Yours and Jeanne Emory of Bra Genie.

Theresa Dilorenzo and Lisa Aquilino
of Century 21 Dept Stores.

Cheryl Paradis of Mapale, Eddie Goldstein of Golyta, David
Sutton of The Fitting Room and Neal Fersht of Mapale.

Heather Rubio of Fashion Forms with
Christina Faraj the Bra Fit Expert.

Alina Gizatullina of Lingerie Styling
with Marcia Chally of Parfait.

Nicolas Attard, Sarah Konkel, Ashley Lupo, Keith Lurie and Bob Keyes of Oh la la Cheri.

Yustina Gilmore of Freshpair, Was Canales of Felina
and Michelle Crawbuck of Freshpair.
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and Sebastian, Hot as Hell, Liquido,
Liviara, Mayana Geneviere, Mapalé, Nudwear, Palmetta, Playful
Promises, Trusst, White Rabbit, Sesoire and others. Pictured here, some
of the buyers and vendors we photographed during the event.

Rodrigo Cano of Julie France, Julie France model and Lorraine
Forington of Princess Corset and Lingerie Shop.
MAY 2017 • BODY
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Moshe Amos of Classic Shapewear, Sophia Berman of Trusst, Laura
West of Trusst and Elyse Amos of Classic Shapewear.

Katherine Donnelly of Parfait and
Chris Ice of Haute Flair.

Debbie Donelle of Debra Lingerie, Paul Gladysz of Fit Fully
Yours and Kerri Hobe of Debra Lingerie.

Jacquelyn Cuccaro of Jacquelyn Cuccaro, Doreen
Marziliano and Lydia Padulo of Nightlift.

Mary Bomar of A Perfect Silhouette with
Tatyana Ponomareva of Valens.

Jeni Doherty, Alyssa Barnard, Leslie Curel, Heather
Garcia and Megan Puma of Bare Necessities.

Jen Tudor of Jo Karen, Anne Locke of Fit Fully
Yours and Kim Gault of Jo Karen.

Janice Santiago of Co’coon, Pesia & Joe Romeo of The
Pink Corset and David Jaimes of Co’coon.

The Dear Diary Team with Ashley Lupo, Sarah Konkel and Keith Lurie of Oh la la Cheri.
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Scott Lipkin and Amanda Molina of DS Elegant Styles with
Sarah Konkel of Oh la la Cheri.

Angela Escobar of Mapale with Andrea
Dorobish of You Go Girl Dancewear.

David Reiss of Hanky Panky
with Cyla Weiner of Sylene.

Charleen Ernster of Hot as Hell, Sheena Bowie of Commecci, Tiara
Calhoun-Smith and Jill Joffe of Hot as Hell.
DAILY NEWS UPDATES AT WWW.BODYMAGAZINE.US

Cheryl Paradis of Mapale, Russel Piotrowicz and Martine Joanisse of
Jolar Speck, Brigitte and Corinne Beauvais of Agence BCD.

Samantha Phelps of Fanny Wrappers, Willy Mrasek
of Felina and Emily Traver of Fanny Wrappers.

Rachel Miles of ASOS with Paul
Gladysz of Fit Fully Yours.

Michael Valentino of Kiss Fashion with Cheryl
Paradis and Neal Fersht of Mapale.

Paul Gladysz of Fit Fully Yours, Jackie Keto of Her Underthings and
Anne Locke of Fit Fully Yours.

Heather Rubio of Fashion Forms; Isaac Sagman and Monica Sanchez
of Suzette Hosiery; with Virginia Roberts of Fashion Forms.
DAILY NEWS UPDATES AT WWW.BODYMAGAZINE.US

Jaime Johns of Royce with Sonja Beallis and
JoAnn Salazar of Bare Moxie.

Nicolas Attard of Oh la la Cheri with Angela
Escobar and Pablo Tobin of Mapale.

Amber Brown of Le Bustiere, Sarah Konkel of Oh
la la Cheri and Stephanie Jacek of Le Bustiere.

Kelsey Byrne, Kristy Poulin and Bruce
Prescott of Zoe & Co.

Delilah Carr of Glamory, Amanda Lubrant of
Fortuna Femme and Timothy Gettler of Glamory.

Lydia Padulo of Nightlift with Liliana
Mann of Linea Intima Lingerie.

Tom Dorsey of Valens with Kimberly
Keyser of Kimberlys.

Jessica Nangle and Nina Pesa of
La Petite Coquette.
MAY 2017 • BODY
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Pam Martin of Bertha Church and Nicole
Martin of Belle Mode Intimates.

Angel DeRochie and Candie McDonald
of Candies Couture.

Jill Wenzel of Fit Fully Yours with Britte
Smith of Barbara’s New Beginnings.

Anne Locke of Fit Fully Yours and Carol
Schwebel of Ruth’s Lingerie.

Neal Fersht of Mapale with Isaac
Sagman of Suzette Hosiery.
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Jill Wenzel and Paul Gladysz of Fit Fully Yours with
Mary Wood and Anna Daypir of Next to Me.

Amy Lodder and Ade Hassan of Nubian Skin with
Tracey Page of Samantha’s Playhouse.

Akemi Stewart of Bragel, Kimberly Krugen of Kruger Productions,
Shana Watts and Daren Peng of Bragel.

Clair Keizer and Terry Levine of Clair de Lune
with Lisa nolan of Uwila Warrior.

Jenny Hsieh and Felicia Farina of Century 21 with
Rodrigo Cano of Euroskins/Julie France.

Liliana Mann of
Linea Intima.

Cynthia Sneaker of Felina, Lauren
Long of Curvaceous Lingerie.

Danielle Gonzalez and Maria
Dileonardo of Siren.

Sarah and Michael Wiener of Trousseau
Dedicated to the Art of Romance.

Adva Cohen, Hillary Settle and Margo Andros of Brayola with
Sophia Bermann and Laura West of Trusst.
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Inna Nizhnik of Magic Corset, Steve Chernoff of Rago
and Larisa Groysman Magic Corset.

Richard and Erin Harris, of Intimatology with
Virginia Roberts of Fashion Forms.

Marcia Shally of Parfait with Pesha
Izenberg of Trousseau in Memphis.

Stephanie Vincent of The Fitting Curve with
Charlene Leavy of Parfait.

Julie Mazur of the Rambling Rose and
Anne Locke of Fit Fully Yours.

Donna McNeight of Gazebo, Anne Locke of Fit Fully
Yours and Amy Dickinson of Gazebo.

Jill Wenzel of Fit Fully Yours with
Meghan Heller of La Lingerie.

Kirk Andrews, Elise Venia and Kali Andrews of Petticoat Fair with Emilie Hewitt,
Jessica Alper and Marilyn Markus of of Fashionata/Ginia.

Cheryl Paradis and Neal Fersht of Mapale with Susan Kaptein-Scott
and Kristy Rosen of QXT Boutique.

Kayla Schu, Ashley Wallace and Inna
Golovachko of Burlington Stores.

Michelle Kogut of Discreet Pleasures, Cheryl Paradis of
Mapale and Melissa Kogut of Discreet Pleasures.
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Mindi Leikin of Bare Necessities, Anne Locke of Fit Fully Yours, Paul
Gladysz of Fit Fully Yours and Lynn Fram of Bare Necessities.

Safiya McDonald of Intimates Plus, Alexa
Fernandes of Rago and the Rago model.

Sarah Konkel of Oh la la Cheri, Samantha Phelps and Emily Traver of Fanny
Wrappers with Ashley Thompson of Oh la la Cheri.
MAY 2017 • BODY
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Doreen Marziliano and Lydia Majaj of Nightlift with Jeanne
Emory and Debra Castro of Genie Bra.

Eric Crawford and Chelsea Dearing of Cupid.

Desiree Peterson of Amerimark, Bob Prussian
of Rago and Dawn Minnick of Amerimark.

Tiziano De Franco of Jolidon with Nicole Whittle of
Le Boudoir and Mona Winter of Le Boudoir.

Nadine Woods and Sean Myers
of Mayana Genevieve.

Sophie Mkrtchyan and Misha
Stepanyan of Gatta Hosiery.

Michelle Silberman and Avigail Perl of Cupcare
with Abby Martin of The Pencil Test.

Maurice Reznik of Delta Galil and
Peter Burke of PJ Salvage.

Kelly Himes and Jeni Doherty of Bare Necessities
with Gregory Gimble of Va Bien.
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Kim Nguyen of Sheergilt, Holly Boardman of Musee
Lingerie, Genevieve Redding of Sheergilt.

Frederic Pueyo and Russell Klein Aubade Paris.

David Sutton of The Fitting Room
with designer Maria Scotto.

Chuck Handy III, Mary Ellen McAteer
and Chuck Handy Junior of Siloett.

Joe Leung of Chasney Beauty with Kelsey Byrne, Kristy
Poulin and Bruce Prescott of Zoe & Co.

Susan Longo of Medical Care Resources
with Larry Lardner of Royce.
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Rob Gardner of Felina and Shelly
Domenech of I.C. London.

Leslie Edwards of Maison Jolie, Doreen Marziliano of Nightlift,
Lydia Padulo of Nightlift and Lauren Geiser of Maison Jolie.

Marina Bekker of Dorina with Amanda
Patel of Kalon and Company.

David Reiss and Cindy Kelly
of Hanky Panky.

Ariel McQuatters of the Andra Group and
Marina Sharpe of Shock Absorber.

Kayaan Unwalia, Astrid Montalta Unwalla
and Yasmine Afshar of Nudwear.

Anna Sampson of
Playful Promises.

Sarah Gilbert, Francesca Fleming and
Larry Lardner of Royce.

Janet Mitchell and Amber Crain of the Lingerie Store
with Nicolas Attard of Oh la la Cheri.

Calista Joyce of Beyond Vogue with
Daren Peng of BraGel.

Jack Thekkekara of Dolce Vita, Marvin Backer, Flora Backer
of Rya Collection and Diana Baradarian of Dolce Vita.
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John Festa of
Mainetti.

Jeannette Eldestein and Caroline
Tannous of Les Jupons de Tess.

Pablo Tobon and Neal Fersht of Mapale with Martine
Joanisse and Russel Piotrowicz of Jolar Speck.

Meghan Dedrick of Juana de Arco and
Lorraine Ratchford of Ladybug.

Elena Gureva, Yekaterina Poletaev, Ilya Poletaev,
Kate Gordin of Palmetta.
MAY 2017 • BODY
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wood underwear •

(310) 339-4355 • Terresa@woodunderwear.com

buffalo

FROM

felina • (412) 841-7216

RobG@felinausa.com

men

rounderbum ·
(727) 344 0208

· dora@rounderwear.com

patrice catanzaro ·

commercial@patricecatanzaro.info

retail profile: necessities by sherrie
Q&A with Sherrie Strong, owner
in a brand?

Sherrie: When selecting
product for our store we
look for quality of product and design above all
else. Secondly, we asked
ourselves do we have an
immediate or future need
for the product, how consistent they are in product
availability and quickness
of shipping product once
an order is placed and is
the company one that we
feel will be a beneficial ongoing partner.

Ted Vayos, BODY: Please
tell us about your intimate
apparel specialty store.
Sherrie Strong, Necessities
by Sherrie: Our store is located in a shopping plaza
45 minutes east of the City
of Atlanta. The location
was chosen based upon
its accessibility from all
directions at the intersection of Hwy 78 and Scenic Hwy 124 in Snellville
Georgia. Most residents
that call Atlanta home
are really located in the
7 counties that surround
the City of Atlanta which
necessitates the need for
regional shopping options
for the diverse population
that resides here. The area
was chosen because there
were no shops offering the
level of service, selection
and quality of a full service
intimate apparel boutique
within 30 miles of any di-
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rection.
Ted: What makes your
store special?
Sherrie: Necessities by
Sherrie is merchandised to
allow the client to touch
and feel product and experience the diverse range
of fit, quality and styles
that are available in their
size range. Our job is to
educate the client on what
a good fit is and why it
is important to shop us
as opposed to your mass
merchandisers and online
retailers where service, size
selection, diversity of product offered and expertise is
almost nonexistent. Our
specialty is mainly focused
on bras and bra fittings;
however, we carry a large
assortment of shapewear
and underwear too.
Ted: What do you look for
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Ted: List some of the
brands that are important
to your store.
Sherrie: Necessities by
Sherrie main brand offerings are Goddess, Elomi,
Fantasie, Wacoal, Panache,
Chantelle and Prima Donna. We also offer Anita,
Conturelle,
Empreinte,
Natori, Le Mystere and Fit
Fully Yours. Our shapewear selection includes
Body Wrap, TC, Vera
Vasi, Squeem and Spanx.
We also offer a selection
of Prima Donna bra sized
swimwear. Our most recent offering beginning in
2015 was the addition of
the mens underwear line
SAXX. The line has continued to grow as men are
now discovering how the
internal mesh pocket has
changed their lives!
Ted: Describe the popular styles or trends in your
store.

Key Brands
Anita
Bodywrap
Chantelle
Conturelle
Elomi
Empriente
Fantasie
Fit Fully Yours
Goddess
Le Mystere
Natori
Panache
Prima Donna
Saxx
Spanx
Squeem
TC Fine
Vera Vasi
Wacoal
Sherrie: The most popular
trend in our area continues to be seamless t-shirt
bras. Many of our clients
are busy moms that need a
bra the can solve multiple
needs in their everyday
wardrobe. Over the years
the size range and selection has improved dramatically. I applaud Eveden Inc for being at the
forefront of product development in this category.
Sports bras and strapless
bras are also in demand by
our clients. For those fuller
busted clients that are not
candidates for seamless
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pact to our business over
the past year has been the
availability of same product from online stores that
do not have a brick and
mortar location. As women
continue to get busier and
the easy access to online
shopping they view shopping at a local store as just
part of the same equation.
Clients love the personal
experience but are not as
consistent in returning to
purchase as frequently as in
the past due to easy access
to online shopping.
Ted: What have you done
to draw attention to your
new business?
options color and patterns
are their desire. When a
customer who swears, they
have been a 42 DDD are
really a 38GG and they
are presented with a true
fit in feminine designs the
delight in their discovery
and their expression never
gets old.
Ted: Describe your price
points and size ranges.

Sherrie: Our prices range
is $48 - $200. Our size
range in bands are 28 – 52
and our cup range is from
AA – K.
Ted: What is your typical
or average customer size?
Sherrie: Our top selling
sizes are 38 – 40, G – HH
and 32 – 34, F – GG. Our
average customer is either a

clothing size 2-4 or 14 -18.
Over the last 12 years our
clientele has consistently
grown in the full bust size
category but not necessarily full figured. We are also
seeing girls developing full
breast as young 11 years
old with a majority of the
teenagers that we fit are in
the cup size F- GG category.
Ted: What does your average customer spend per
visit to your store?
Sherrie: Our average price
per transaction is $115.
Ted: Describe your customer base.
Sherrie: Our clients range
anywhere from 11 years
old up to 85. However, our
average age is 30 – 65 years
old.
Ted: What has impacted
your business the most
over the past year?
Sherrie: The major im-
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Sherrie: Our focus going
forward to stay relevant has
been updating our website and staying connected
through social media. We
have been utilizing a public
Facebook page for weekly
updates on product arrivals
and maintaining our Yelp
site and web page for referrals and internet searches.
These three combined has
attracted a lot of new clients that otherwise would
not know that we were
available in their area. We
have also started a shipping
campaign by offering free
shipping on orders over
$100 for clients that have
a purchase history with us.
We can have their order
to them the next business
day anywhere in the state
of Georgia. Necessities by
Sherrie will always be focused on client service and
education. That is what we
are known for and why we
are a strong referral based
business. Going the extra
mile will never go out of
style or become irrelevant.
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finance

naked: not all news is good

Naked Brand Group’s sales for the year ended
January 31, 2017 rose 33% to $1,842,065 from
$1,389,414 the year before. But it posted a substantial loss of $10,798,503, compared to a even
larger deficit of $19,063,399 the year before.
The company also revealed big declines in sales
to certain important customers during the latest
year.
Meanwhile Naked appears to be moving steadily
towards its merger with the much larger New
Zealand underwear firm, Bendon.
Since announcing the deal in December,
the two companies have amended three
times the letter of intent to join, the latest change moving the date by which
the two shall have entered into their
agreement to May 26.
In early April Naked announced it
had raised, in previous weeks, $5.3
million in net proceeds (by selling
2,189,052 shares of common stock at
an average price of $2.51). In announcing the latest amendment, the companies noted “$34 million in positive
adjustments to the net debt target for
the anticipated combined company’s
balance sheet at the close of the transaction. As contemplated under the
Amendment, the combined company
would have total net debt of approximately $13 million upon transaction
close, with approximately $6 million
in assets under Naked, and $19 million
in net debt under Bendon. This compares to the previously contemplated
total net debt of approximately $51
million, with $1 million in assets
under Naked and $52 million in debt
under Bendon.”
Naked CEO Carole Hochman emphasized in
early April, “We are committed to and diligently
working toward completion of this merger.”
In announcing the deal, Bendon had revealed
that for the fiscal year ended 2016, it “generated
approximately NZ $144 million (US $100 million)
in net sales.” In its annual report, Naked explained
that “as a result of the merger, current Bendon
stockholders along with Bendon’s affiliates are
expected to hold in excess of 90% of the combined
company’s outstanding ordinary shares immediately following completion of the merger.”
While there are several encouraging signs for

Naked, one troubling one is the dramatic fall off in
its Nordstrom business, an admitted “key customer.” In the year ended January 31, 2016 the store
had generated approximately $569,660 in sales for
Naked, while in the latest fiscal year sales plummeted to only about $221,049 according to percentages provided in the annual report. The company stated that the decline was “due to a reduction
by Nordstrom in replenishment orders due to the
elimination by them of in-store inventory.”
Naked, which was incorporated in Canada, has
also suffered other losses of key customers recently, namely much of its Canadian business. In the
year ended January 31, 2016 sales in that country

totaled $299,390, but withered to only $29,945
last year. And, while in early financial reports
Naked used to list Hudson Bay and Holt Refrew
(two large Canadian retailers) among examples of
prominent customers, it no longer does so in this
annual report.
In the early months of 2016, when BODY first
asked about the decline in Canadian sales, we
were informed it was only a temporary situation.
We emailed Naked president Joel Primus and he
replied, “We are always focused on customer satisfaction and are unable to provide the level of
customer service we strive for until we open a
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warehouse in Canada. This is a temporary situation and do expect to return to our Canada [customers]. The product is still available online in
Canada through our retail partners such as
Nordstrom, Hudson Bay, Amazon and Bare
Necessities. We greatly value the patience our
Canadian customers have shown during this transition.”
Another key customer in the year ended January
31, 2017 was Bloomingdales, which provide 14%
of net sales, or about $257,889. In its year-end
report Naked acknowledged “Nordstrom and
Bloomingdales are currently of key importance to
our business and our results of operations, which
would be materially adversely affected if
these relationships ceased to exist or are
significantly reduced.”
Naked offered that it has been adding
“other key departments store and specialty store accounts.” Retailers it lists
by name in the current report include:
Dillard’s, Amazon.com, Soma.com,
SaksFifthAvenue.com, barenecessities.
com, hackberry.com, hisroom.com and
freshpair.com.
In the annual report Naked claims,
“We do not have any long-term agreements requiring us to use any manufacturer,” but it does outline a close relationship with one in particular. “Our
primary production partner during fiscal
2017 has been TMS Fashion, a wholly
owned subsidiary of LuenThai Holdings
Limited, a Hong Kong Stock Exchangelisted company. We began working with
TMS and LuenThai in 2014 in an effort
to streamline and scale up our production capabilities by leveraging a large,
established manufacturing resource. We
believe this partnership allows us access
to “best-in-class” fabrics, materials and
manufacturing techniques while reducing our need for fixed overhead. Further,
we sublet our principal office location in New
York City from Tellas, Inc., another wholly-owned
subsidiary of LuenThai operating in the U.S. We
have additional manufacturing relationships for
our women’s intimate apparel collections and
expect to work with additional manufacturers as
we expand our product offering.”
Other bits of information in the Naked annual
report include its monthly rent on the 10th floor of
95 Madison ($18,000), the number of employees
as of January 31 (13 in the United States, one in
Canada), and the number of shareholders as of
April 26, 2017: 208. — NM
B
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calendar
event & show dates 2017
2017
may 1-5

Intimate Apparel
Market Week

may. 2-4
Trendz West
Bradenton Area
Convention Center
One Haben Boulevard
Palmetto, FL
(305) 718-4320
trendzshow.com

may 4-7
Michigan International
Women's Show
(800) 849-0248
southernshows.com/wde

may. 7-9
Accessories the Show
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

may 7-9
Moda
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

may. 7-9
Fame
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

may. 7-9
Accessories Circuit
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

30
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may. 7-9
Intermezzo Collection
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

may 23-25
Licensing Expo
Mandalay Bay
Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nev.
(888) 644-2022
licensingexpo.com

june 11-13
Neac Show
Royal Plaza Trade
Center & Hotel
Mariboro, MA
(781) 326-9223
neacshow.com

june 14-17
Dallas Market Center
2100 Stemmons
Freeway, Dallas, Texas
(214) 744-7444
dallasmarketcenter.com

june 21-22
Old Dominion
Fashion Exhibitors
Virginia Beach Resort
& Conference Center
800-468-2722
odfe.org

june 25-27
FMNC Show
San Meteo, CA
(415) 328-1221

fashionmarketnorcal.com

july 8-10
Interfiliere Lyon
Eurexpo Lyon

Lyon, France
+33(0)1 47 56 32 32
interfiliere.com

july 11-12
Swim Collective
Hyatt Regency
Huntington Beach
Resort, California
swimcollective.com

july 11-18
Gift Show
Atlanta Mart
Atlanta, GA
(404)-220-3000
americasmart.com

july 16-18

july 17-19
Texworld USA
Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center
New York, N.Y.
770-984-8016 ext. 2401
TexworldUSA.com

july 17-19
Apparel Sourcing USA
Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center
New York, N.Y.
770-984-8016 ext. 2401
apparelsourcingshow.com

july 19-20

Pier 94, New York, N.Y.
646-351-1942
premierevision.com

july 22-25
SwimShow
Convention Center
Miami Beach, Fla.
(305) 596-7889
swimshow.com

july 26-28
AABCP Breast Care
Summit & Expo
New Orleans, LA
(800) 892-1683
AABCP.org

Premiere Vision

MRket
Javits Center
New York, NY
(212) 686-4412
www.ubmfashion.com

july 16-18
Project
Jacob Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

july 17-18
Active Collective
Hyatt Regency
Huntington
Beach Resort, CA
activewearcollective.com

july 17-19
Capsule Men's
New York, NY
(212) 206-8310
capsuleshow.com
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july. 28-30
MMC Dessous
Paradies
Schkeuditz, Germany

mmc-dessousparadies.de

july 30- aug 2
ASD Show
Las Vegas
Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada
(800) 421-4511
asdonline.com

aug. 1-4

Intimate Apparel
Market Week

aug. 5-7

Wasche und Mehr
Dortmund, Germany
+49 221 99 22 390
waescheundmehr.de

aug. 6-8
CURVENY
Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center
New York, N.Y.
(212) 993-8585
curvexpo.com

aug. 6-8
LingeriePro
Antwerp, Belgium
lingeriepro.be

aug. 6-8
Accessorie Circuit
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 6-8
Moda
Javits Center
New York, NY

aug. 6-8
Fame
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 6-8
Intermezzo Collection
Show Piers
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 6-8
Moda UK Lingerie
& Swimwear
NEC Birmingham,
London, UK
+44 (0) 844 588 8084
www.moda-uk.co.uk

aug 9-10
INDX Show
Cranmore Park
Exhibition Centre
Solihull, UK
0121 713 4453
indxshow.co.uk

aug. 9-12
Dallas Market Center
2100 Stemmons
Freeway, Dallas, Texas
(214) 744-7444
dallasmarketcenter.com

aug. 12-15
Off Price
Sands Expo &
Convention Center,
Las Vegas, NV
(262) 782-1600

aug. 14-16
Accessories the Show
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 14-16
Capsule
Sand's Expo Center
Las Vegas, NV
(212) 206-8310
capsuleshow.com

aug. 14-16
CURVENV
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV
(212) 993-8585
curvexpo.com

aug. 14-16
MAGIC
Las Vegas
Convention Centers
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 14-16
Project
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 14-16
Pool Show
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV

aug. 14-16
Stitch
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 14-16
The Tents
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 14-16
MRket
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV

www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 15-18
WWIN
The Rio Hotel
Las Vegas, Nev.
(702)-682-3475
wwinshow.com

aug. 20-22
FMNC Show
San Meteo, CA
(415) 328-1221

fashionmarketnorcal.com

aug. tba
Coeur
Javits Center
New York, NY
(323) 851-7306
coeurshow.com

aug. 22-24

Stylemax Spring
Chicago, IL
The Merchandise mart
(312) 527-7750
Stylemaxonline.com

aug. 26-28
Trendz
Palm Beach County
Convention Center
Palm Beach, FL
(305) 718-4320
trendzshow.com

aug. 27-29
Neac Show
Royal Plaza Trade
Center & Hotel
Mariboro, MA
(781) 326-9223
neacshow.com

aug. 30- sept. 2
CPM Body & Beach
Expocentre Fairgrounds
Moscow, Russia
kasch@igedo.com

www.cpm-moscow.com

sept. 3-4
London Edge
Business Design Centre
Upper Street, London
+44 (0) 116 289 8249
londonedge.com

sept. 7-9
Surf Expo Show
Orange County
Convention Center
Orlando, FL.
1-(800)-947-SURF
surfexpo.com

sept. 10-12
The Harrogate Bridal
Harrogate Intl. Centre
North Yorkshire, UK
01423 500500
theharrogatebridalshow.
co.uk

sept. 12-14
Vow
Atlanta Mart
Atlanta, GA
(404)-220-3000
americasmart.com

sept 13-14
Old Dominion
Fashion Exhibitors
Virginia Beach Resort
& Conference Center
800-468-2722
odfe.org

sept. 16-18
Capsule
Pier 94
New York, NY
(212) 206-8310
capsuleshow.com

sept. 17-19
Coterie
Javits Center

Not responsible for errors. Please check dates with shows before making plans. Got an intimate apparel industry event, and want to let people know? Send us the information for consideration in an upcoming calendar.
Please include a contact phone number, email and web address, if available. Send all submissions ATTN: BODY Calendar, 2826 Stillwell Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11224. Or, email Ted Vayos at Ted@bodymagazine.us.
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retail profile: teddies for bettys
Q&A with Ashley Kelsch, owner

Ted Vayos, BODY: Please
tell us about your intimate
apparel specialty store.
Ashley Kelsch, Teddies for
Bettys: Teddies for Bettys is located in the heart
of Downtown Austin in
the 2nd St District. The
area is a draw to both locals and visitors alike and
is the center of our towns
activities from festivals,
conferences and great
entertainment. Our store
is located on the same
block as the W
Hotel and J.W.
Marriott and
we are nestled
between high
rises, local high
end boutiques
and restaurants.
Always a bustling area our
store draws you
in starting with
our display window and
intimate,
yet
welcoming interior. Our walls
are lined with
lingerie’s latest
trends and best
selling bras, lingerie, sleepwear
and swim mak-
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ing it easy to peruse comfortably. Our customers
rely on
us for their everyday
foundations, but know
they can count on us for
the more risqué lingerie
when it’s time for a special occasion.

shopping- which is one
of the biggest frustrations
for the customer. Our bra
fitting experts provide top
notch service and almost
always develop a long
lasting relationship with
the customer. It’s a very
bonding experience!

Ted: What makes your
store special?

Ted: What do you look
for in a brand?

Ashley: Teddies for Bettys
has a reputation for being sexy, yet sophisticated,
but more importantly, is a
place where a woman can
come and feel empowered
to be confident in her own
skin by providing her with
the proper fit and a quality
product that is beautiful.
With sizes A-I and many
styles to choose from, our
staff takes the guessing
and frustration out of bra

Ashley: When I’m at
market I’m looking for
brands that have a proven
reputation first and foremost. Personally, I want
to partner with brands
that I know I can rely on
to produce great fitting
lingerie and represent
what Teddies for Bettys
is all about: Quality. Our
customers (or people in
general today) are incredibly busy and in all reality,
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Key Brands
Lise Charmel
Antinea
Marie Jo
Simon Perele
Empriente
I.D. Sarrieri
Cosabella
Eberjey
can get what they want
from home online. If
they are taking the time
out of their day to come
in and shop with us, the
last thing I want is for
them to have to take more
time out of their schedules to make returns. We
recently received swim by
Lise Charmel and a few
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different bra styles from
Antinea and are blown
away by the response! Our
customers are immediately sold once they have the
product on. Another key
category at Teddies for
Bettys are our well being
products. Our customers
feel comfortable to ask
questions and purchase
these products in store
and without judgement.
Ted: List some of the
brands that are important
to your store.
Ashley: Lise Charmel,
Antinea, Marie Jo, Simon
Perele, Emprient, I.D.
Sarrieri, Cosabella and
Eberjey.
Ted: Describe the popular styles or trends in your
store.

not to mention home to a
handful of festivals and
conventions and with that
it brings a variety of styles
and trends; from boho
festival clothes to rock
n roll to athlete-leisure.
Our weather is warm and
sunny a majority of the
year and comfort is key.
Breathable t-shirt bras,
100% cotton sleepwear
and lacey soft bras all apply!
Ted: Describe your price
points and size ranges.
Ashley: We keep our drawers stocked with sizes A-I
with a starting price of
70$ and up to 350$ with a
varying selection of different styles and shapes.
Ted: What is your typical
or average customer size?

Ashley: Austin is the ‘live Ashley: At Teddies for
music capital of the world’ Bettys our core custom-

ers range from 34B-36E.
Thankfully, as fuller bust
customers have heard
about us and our full cup
offering they have started
coming in we have been
able to grow that part of
our business.
Ted: What does your average customer spend per
visit to your store?
Ashley: On average, 250$
Ted: Describe your customer base.
Ashley: Our customer is
primarily female between
the ages of 27-40. She is
fashion forward, brand
loyal and conscious of
quality.
Ted: What has impacted
your business the most
over the past year?
Ashley: If I were to paint
with broad strokes, I’d
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have to say between online
shopping (Amazon) and
the Election I think a lot
of specialty stores across
the nation felt the pain.
Internally, I made some
changes to the structure
of Teddies for Bettys and
our buy. I know that this
transition slowed our momentum, but it’s shaking
out the way I projected.
Ted: What have you done
to draw attention to your
new business?
Ashley: I’m just trying
to stay authentic to my
brand and customers
while doing what we have
been; keeping them in the
know, staying connected
and listening to them. Every move I make, whether
it’s a change or an improvement is started with
one simple thought; will
this make our customers
happy?
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euroskins •

shapewear

(800) 222-0026 • VP@EUROSKINS.COM

miraclesuit shapewear BY cupid •
(404) 625-5215 • ecrawford@cshape.com

shapeez •

(877) 360-8426

•
STACIB@SHAPEEZ.COM

tc shapewear BY cupid •
(404) 625-5215 • ecrawford@cshape.com

retail profile: freudian slip
Q&A with Lisa Lindquist, owner

lingerie and loungewear in
fashionable styles.
Ted: What makes your store
special?

Ted Vayos, BODY: Please
tell us about your specialty
store.
Lisa Lindquist, Freudian
Slip: Freudian Slip opened
in 2004, bringing fine lingerie and loungewear to
downtown Eugene, Oregon.
About two and a half years
ago, we moved to the 5th
Street Market shopping
complex, just three blocks
from our old location. Our
new space places us among
more upscale women’s boutiques, including two apparel shops within steps
of our doors. Staff at those
boutiques often send their
customers to us for foundations and cross promotions
with those shops has been
successful and fun. We refreshed our décor with the
move, keeping with a soft
robin’s egg blue on the walls,
but focusing on a clean,
modern look with charcoal
stained wood and chrome
fixtures. The shop features
mannequins, torso forms,
and picture frames displaying loungewear and bra and
panty sets. We carry a range
of bras, bralettes, panties,
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Lisa: What sets us apart
in Eugene is our focus
on beautiful, high-quality
lingerie and loungewear
and outstanding customer
service. The atmosphere
is welcoming, and many
customers feel like good
friends. We’ve developed a
loyal clientele in the dozen
years since we opened, and
it’s been wonderful to see
women progress in their
lives, from college to careers,
marrying and having children, then retiring and traveling. We love being here for
them, as they shop for honeymoon lingerie, pajamas
for a family trip, or a bra and
panty set with a garter belt
for date night. We know our
stock and love it when customers choose the lingerie
we suggest for them, especially when it’s something
they say they wouldn’t have
tried on their own. We love
to give women more opportunities to see themselves
outside of the boxes they
sometimes feel trapped in.
Even if just for a moment
they see themselves vacationing on a tropical island
in a Honeydew set, or feel
like a powerful warrior in a
Marlies Dekker bra, it opens
a possibility in their minds
and, we believe, helps them
along on the road to realizing their dreams in daily life.
Ted: What do you look for
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in a brand?

Lisa: In bra brands, we look
for a good size range. We
mostly choose bra brands
which produce up to DDD
cup sizes at least, and we
carry a couple which focus
exclusively on full busted
styles, but since we cater to
women sized xs-xl, we do
carry some styles which stop
at a C or D cup. We sell a
lot of bralettes, which fit
easily into Eugene’s casual
lifestyle, and these are especially popular with women
wearing A-C cup sizes. In
loungewear, soft fabrics and
feminine (but not fussy)
styles are key. We look for
great quality in both categories plus a little something that makes it special.
We carry a range of price
points, so we can offer styles
for every budget. It’s been
wonderful getting to work
with some of the same reps
for over a decade. It’s helpful
since they have either seen
the shop or remember what
styles have done well for us,
so they’re able to direct us to
new collections they think
will be successful for us.

Key Brands
Berkshire Hosiery
Chantelle
Cosabella
Fashion Forms
Forever New
Freya
Honeydew
Marlies Dekkers
Montelle
Panache
Parfait
Voluspa
pointed a few times with
substandard customer service or unreasonable shipping delays, but mostly when
we try new brands we’re
looking to fill a niche, or we
think the line will appeal to
our customers. Sometimes
that turns out not to be the
case; it could be the styling
or price point, but anyway,
then we just don’t reorder.
Ted: Do you carry other
products in your store?

Ted: Where do you like to Lisa: We do also carry linshop for your merchandise?  gerie accessories such as
styling tape, lingerie wash,
Lisa: We shop at Curve in and a fabulous candle line.
Las Vegas or New York, as
well as the occasional small- Ted: Describe the popular
er market shows in Seattle styles or trends in your store.
and Portland.
Lisa: Bralettes have been
Ted: What has disappointed an ever expanding category
you as a retailer?
over the last few years, and
we’re pleased to be able to
Lisa: We’ve been disap- offer options for larger cup
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sizes, thanks to styles by
Montelle, Cosabella and
Freya. We’ve also been selling more H/FF cups since
we started carrying Parfait
and Panache a few years
back. Chantelle also offers
several great styles in that
cup size. Loungewear is always popular, and people
consistently comment about
how soft the fabrics are.

cally-owned lingerie boutiques in the
area if we don’t have
what customers are
looking for, and appreciate that those
boutiques do reciprocate referrals.

Ted: Describe your price
points and size ranges.

Lisa: In loungewear,
small and medium
make up about 75%
of items sizes sold,
with medium being
most popular. Large
is a little over 20% and extra small and extra large are
just a few percent each. Over
the dozen years we’ve been
in business, we’ve been expanding our bra size range,
and over the past few years,
we’ve been selling more F,
G, and H cups, though the
best-sellers are still C, D and
E.

Lisa: We carry a range of
price points so that anyone
can find something pretty
within their budgets. The
range for a bra or bralette
and panty set is $31-$242,
and for pajama sets it’s $38$200. We have lots of options
in the 30-40 bra band range
and A-H cups, and XS-XL
in pajamas and loungewear,
with some styles including additional sizes. We are
known for quality, beautiful
styles and a good selection
of sizes. In 800 square feet,
we can’t carry everything,
but we are happy to refer
customers to a few other lo-

Ted: What is your
typical or average
customer size?

Ted: What does your average
customer spend per visit?
Lisa: Our average sale is
$85. We carry
a range of price
points and some
items outside of
the lingerie and
loungewear categories. We carry
Voluspa, a fabulous candle line,
Berkshire hosiery,
and lingerie accessory products by
Nippies, Forever
New, Hollywood
Fashion Tape and
Fashion Forms.
Ted: Describe your
customer base.
Lisa: About 85-
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90% of our customers are
women, and the only times
men outnumber women are
the last few days prior to
Christmas and Valentine’s
Day. Couples shop together
sometimes, and men come
in by themselves to buy gifts
for holidays, birthdays and
anniversaries. We love hearing about what’s going on
with our customers, whether
it be prom for a young teen,
pregnancy for a soon-to-be
new mother, or a European
vacation for a recent retiree.
Though our customers’ age
range spans teens to 80’s, the
majority are women in their
late 20’s through their 60’s.
Ted: What has impacted
your business the most over
the past year?
Lisa: The “Trump slump” of
January and February 2017
had the most dramatic impact on business in the past
12 months. We were off
target both months, though
our March was back on
track. Oregon is very blue
politically, and there were
numerous political activities
during that time, including as the Women’s March,
Town Hall meetings with

legislators, and rallies supporting the Affordable Care
Act and protesting the travel
ban. Our traffic counts were
down significantly, too. I
talked to colleagues with
retail shops in town, and
consistently heard that their
businesses were down, too.
Exacerbating the situation
was uncharacteristically bad
weather in our region.
Ted: What have you done to
improve your business?
Lisa: Most important is
listening to our customers.
We’re always striving to offer a selection of styles that
will delight them, and to
anticipate what they’ll be
wanting in 6-9 months, as
well. We connect with customers in the shop, as well
as via email and social media. We’ve also been trying
more cross marketing and
promotions with the other
boutiques in our shopping
market. We love lingerie, our
customers, vendors and the
industry in general. We’re
happy to come in to work
every day, and we are thankful for all of the wonderful
people we work with.
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primadonna
• (800) 838-4901 • inge.vanhecke@sales.vandevelde.eu

wilderness dreams

· (320) 762-2816 · maryG@wildernessdreams.com

swim

mapalé

• (888) 402-0012 • ORDERS@MAPALEWEAR.COM

parfait

· (562) 213-0604 · sales@affinitas.com

lingerie

cotton club

· (561) 625-9594 · fortknoxlingerie@comcast.net

naughty naughty

·
Naughtyetsy@yahoo.com

undie couture • (704) 439-1299 • INFO@TOTALSTOCKROOM.COM

fit fully yours

· (888) 544-6190 X 226 · paul@ffygarment.com

evae evae

• (808) 419-8715 • eva.hawaiifashion@gmail.com

royce lingerie
• (847) 624-0879 • larry@roycelingerie.com

daisy corset • (314) 587-9218 • SALES@DAISYCORSETS.COM

escanté

· (800) 888-1321 • escante@escante.net - style #26462

wilderness dreams

· (320) 762-2816 · maryg@wildernessdreams.com

euroskins •
(800) 222-0026 • VP@EUROSKINS.COM

high jinx

· (323) 268-0220 · cscharff@dgbrands.com

impudique · charlotte catanzaro ·
commercial@impudiquedecatanzaro.com

·

00 33 (0) 491 091 470

white rabbit ny • (267) 235-7323 •
mariana@whiterabbitny.com

valens lingerie
• (888) 982-8949 • valens_cg@verizon.net

exquisite form • (514) -858-9254 X 224 • SBRONK@BLINTIMATES.COM

starline fantasy sports
• (949) 209 8804 • JOHN@STARLINE.LA

costumes

wear ease

mastectomy

• (866) 251-0076 • phyllis@wearease.com

inspire psyche terry•(469)-731-5458• customerservice@inspirepsycheterry.com

plus

